The long march of the cerebrospinal fluid profile indicative of clinical definite multiple sclerosis; and still marching.
Much progress has been made, especially in the last two decades, in laboratory aids to diagnosis and to follow the course of patients with multiple sclerosis (MS). The cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) profile indicative of MS, though not pathognomonic of MS, is present in almost every case of clinical definite MS in a chronic progressive phase (probably also true for early MS). The cardinal aspect of the profile is intra-blood-brain barrier (BBB) IgG synthesis which can be qualitatively detected by determining unique CSF oligoclonal IgG bands and quantitated by rate formula, mg/day. We believe that intra-BBB IgG synthesis is caused by a persistent antigen, most likely a virus, possibly measles. A number of issues about the profile are proposed and opportunities are presented to resolve them.